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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY UNIT 1

TEST 1 (ÇÖZÜMLÜ) 
Describing Characters / People 

(Making Simple Inquiries)

1  Hello! My name is 
Hailey. I have got green 
eyes and long straight 
blonde hair. I’m tall 
and slim. I’m in the 7th 
grade. I always do my 

homework daily and usually get high 
marks from my exams. I never come 
to class late. I have a lot of friends at 
school. I really like spending time with 
them after school. I also like giving 
things to them. All of my friends count 
on me because I always tell the truth.

According to the text above, Hailey 
............................... .

A) talks about only her physical 
appearance 

B) is punctual and honest, but a bit stingy 
and lazy

C) can't make friends easily and arrive 
anywhere on time

D) is friendly and outgoing, so she likes 
being with her friends

2 Mr. Johnson is our science teacher. 
Discipline is very important for him. He 
doesn’t like late students because he is 
very punctual. He hardly ever smiles at 
his lessons. He is middle-aged. He has 
got short black hair and green eyes.

We can understand from the text above 
that Mr. Johnson ................................. .

A) generally looks happy and energetic

B) is a young man with black hair

C) likes to make people around him laugh

D) wants to do everything at the right time

3 Martin is a friendly boy and has lots of 
friends. The table below shows his close 
friends' personal characteristics.

 

 

Nick

Chris

Brad

Tony

cheerful and stubborn

creative and thoughtful

trustworthy and patient

kind and helpful

Which of the following option cannot we 
say according to the table above?

A) Chris is good at using his imagination 
to make things and always thinks about 
what other people want or need.

B) Brad never tells lies and he can wait for  
a long time without becoming annoyed 
or anxious.

C) Tony hardly ever says "please" or 
"thank you" and never asks what he 
can do to assist his friends.

D) Nick always smiles and looks very 
happy, but he never changes his 
decisions or plans.

4 Mary is the new student in our class. (I) She 
is very beautiful with long blonde hair and 
blue eyes. (II) She doesn’t get on well with 
anyone in the class. (III) She is easy-going 
and funny. (IV) I really enjoy spending time 
with her because she makes me laugh a lot. 

Which sentence disrupts the meaning 
of the text?

A) I B) II C) III D) IV
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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY6

6 What can we say according to the 
information cards above?

A) Daniel feels uncomfortable in front of 
people, but he likes sharing.

B) Samantha easily changes her mind, 
but she dislikes being with her friends.

C) Daniel can learn everything easily and 
quickly, but Samantha can't.

D) They have only one common personal 
trait and it is about making friends 
easily.

5 Which option is correct about Daniel and 
Samantha according to the information 
cards above?

A) Samantha is young and thin, but Daniel 
is middle aged and fat.

B) They have different colours of eye and 
hair.

C) Daniel is plump, but Samantha is pretty 
tall and slim. 

D) Daniel is of medium-height and slim, 
but Samantha is tall and overweight.

Answer the questions (5 - 6) according to the information cards below. 
 

Name: Samantha

Age: 15

Height: 156 cm

Weight: 48 kg

Hair: Long, straight, blonde

Eye colour: Hazel

Personal traits: Outgoing, 
clever, stubborn

Name: Daniel

Age: 18

Height: 172 cm

Weight: 69 kg

Hair: Short, straight, fair

Eye colour: Blue

Personal traits: Generous, 
shy, intelligent

7 Katie and Tina are good friends. They like listening to music in their free time. The lists below 
show their favourite songs. The names of these songs in the lists reflect their personalities. 
Here are the lists:

 

Katie's Favourite Songs
 Always Be Happy 

 Take Care of Others

 Intelligent Girls

 Tell The Truth

 Remember Us

Tina's Favourite Songs
 Willing To Share

 Don't Be Late

 Be There For Me

 Be Calm All The Time

 Wait For Your Dreams

Which of the following option exists in their favourite music lists above?

A) Tina never gives anything to other people, but Katie thinks of others' needs or wants.

B) Katie isn't cheerful and honest, but Tina is easy-going, patient and generous.

C) Tina backs her friends up when they need, but Katie always thinks only herself.

D) Katie is smart, reliable and forgetful, but Tina is punctual and supportive.
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APPEARANCE AND PERSONALITY 7

8 My grandpa, Harold, can’t 
remember things easily. 
He sometimes forgets 
important things he has to 
do. He is energetic despite 
being an old man. He can't 
stays doing anything for a long time. He 
is an honest man. He tells funny stories 
to us, and he smiles all the time. He likes 
spending time with his friends, but he 
never changes his mind about anything. 

What cannot we say about Harold 
according to the text above?

A) He doesn’t have a strong memory, but 
he is active in his daily life.

B) He is very serious, so he never tells 
about something fun to laugh.

C) He is outgoing and cheerful, but he is 
also stubborn and forgetful.

D) He doesn't tell lies, but it is impossible 
to change his decisions or plans.

9 Caleb: What does your brother look like? 

Brenda: He is very handsome with short 
black hair and blue eyes. He is the tallest 
person in our family. He is slim, too. 

Caleb: Well... What is he like? 

Brenda: He is very honest and patient. 
Also, he is so polite. 

Find the sentence that we can say 
about Brenda's brother according to the 
conversation above.

A) He never tells the truth, but he can wait 
for hours. 

B) He is attractive and one of the tallest 
members in his family.

C) He says to people “please” or “thank 
you” all the time.

D) He has the same color of hair and eye, 
but his weight is too much.

10  
Hi! I’m James O’Connar. Sheila and 
Caleb are my best friends. We have a 
rock group. I play the guitar, Sheila sings 
and Caleb is the drummer in our group. I 
have got short brown hair and blue eyes. 
I’m of medium height and well-built. I’m 
cheerful and outgoing, but Sheila and 
Caleb are a bit shy. They don’t like talking 
much. It’s not easy to make friends for 
them, so they have got only a few friends.

Which of the following questions does 
not have an answer in the text above?

A) What does James look like?

B) What are Sheila and Caleb like?

C) Are Caleb and James different in 
appearance?

D) What personal traits does James have?

11  
 
 
 

 

Frank is generous, outgoing and 
punctual. He has got only a few friends 
at school and he has some problems 
with them because he sometimes lies 
to them and never keeps their secrets. 
So, his friends don't count on him.

According to the text above, Frank's 
friends don't get on well with him 
because he ........................... .

A) doesn't always tell the truth and shares 
his friends' secrets with others

B) never goes somewhere on time, but he 
likes sharing much

C) dislikes making new friends and 
spending time with them

D) always supports his friends when they 
are in trouble
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14 

Jodie

Eddie

Chloe

Scott

She doesn't have many friends. 
She is usually alone because she 
always thinks of yourself first. 

He always gets high marks in his 
exams, but he never shares his 
worksheets with someone else in 
his classroom.

His friends like spending time 
with him because they laugh 
at his jokes a lot and he always 
looks happy.

She doesn't care about other 
people's opinions because she 
never accepts to change her 
decisions or plans.

Which of the following does not describe 
one of the people above?
A) stubborn  B) thoughtful

C) cheerful  D) selfish

15 
Hello there! My name is Sofia. I have got 
a 16-year-old brother and a 10-year-old 
sister. My brother, David, is quite tall, slim 
and well-built. He is handsome with hazel 
eyes and fair hair. Jessica, my sister, is 
of medium height and a bit fat, but she is 
very cute with curly blond hair and blue 
eyes. As for me, I'm 14 years old and I 
have got long wavy brown hair and blue 
eyes. I'm 165 meters tall and I weigh 49 
kilos. I'm pleased with my appearance.

We can understand from the text above 
that ................................................ .

A) Sofia and Jessica have the same eye 
color, but their hair styles are different

B) David's weight is more than normal, 
but Jessica has an ideal body weight

C) Sofia and David are at the same age, 
but Sofia is short and thin

D) Jessica and Sofia are both satisfied 
with their physical appearances

12 Chris Pratt is the owner of a popular English 
television channel. He wants to hire a new 
employee as presenter for his channel's 
one of talk shows. He looks for a young, 
tall, slim and beautiful lady. Also, his new 
presenter should talk with other people 
about interesting and fun things for long 
hours, make jokes and be relaxed during 
the programme. Here are the information 
about the ladies who have applied for this 
programme:

PersonalityName Age Height Weight

Nina

Lisa

Emily

Zoey

32

25

33

24

179 cm

170 cm

165 cm

181 cm

45 kg

50 kg

52 kg

60 kg

serious, clever, 
talkative

funny, talkative,
easy-going

cheerful, smart, 
outgoing

polite, friendly, 
thoughtful

Whom should Mr. Pratt choose according 
to the information in the table? 

A) Lisa  B) Zoey  C) Nina    D) Emily

13  
  

 

  

2. What is 
he like?

He ............ . 

1. What does

 she look like?

She ............. .

3. What does

 he love doing?

He ............... .

Find the option that does not complete 
any of the blanks in the table above.

A) is beautiful with long blonde hair and 
blue eyes

B) is very serious, clever, hardworking 
and ambitious

C) likes climbing high mountains very 
much

D) dislikes mountain climbing as a sport 
at all
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TEST 2 (CEVAPLI) 
Describing Characters / People 

(Making Simple Inquiries)

1 Some of new students in the 7th grade of 
Riverside Middle School are greeting on the 
first day of the school. The information below 
is about their physical appearances and 
personalities.

  Matt is tall and slim. He has short straight dark 
brown hair and green eyes. He is outgoing, 
funny and generous. 

  Susan is of middle height and thin. She is 
beautiful with long wavy blond hair and blue 
eyes. She is friendly and thoughtful. 

  Daniel is short and a bit fat. He is cute with 
short curly fair hair and hazel eyes. He is 
easy-going, shy and clever. 

  Tina is thin and tall. She has got long straight 
black hair and green eyes. She is selfish, but 
not dishonest and shy.

According to the information above, we 
can say that ................................. .
A) Susan and Matt can get on well with 

each other

B) Daniel and Tina are the same in 
personality

C) all of them have some personal 
characteristics in common

D) Tina has similar physical appearance 
with Susan

2 My brother .................... . He wants to keep fit. 
He does exercises four times a week, so he 
is well-built.

Complete the blank with the suitable 
option.

A) takes care of his physical appearance 

B) doesn’t pay attention to his appearance

C) eats junk food when he goes out

D) never cares about people’s personalities

3 Audrey: I'm so bored. Let's play a game.

Dylan: OK. Which game can we play in the 
classroom?

Audrey: How about "Guess Who?"

Dylan: That sounds fun. 

Audrey: Let's start! Is it a girl or a boy?

Dylan: A girl.

Audrey: Is she short and slim?

Dylan: She is slim, but not short. She is tall.

Audrey: Does she have dark hair?

Dylan: No, she doesn't. She has long curly 
hair and green eyes.

Audrey: Oh Dylan, it's Michelle.

Dylan: Yes, it's Michelle.

According to the conversation above, 
which picture shows Michelle?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 

4 Mum: What happened? 

Susan: Oh I am so sorry, mum! I broke all 
the cups on the tray. 

Mum: Really? I’m not surprised because 
you are very ...................... . 

Fill in the blank with the correct option.

A) thoughtful B) stingy

C) pessimistic D) clumsy
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7  Tim refuses to change his decisions 
or plans and he thinks he is always 
right.

Emily always wants to reach her 
goals and be successful, so she 
studies hard.

Brian always does a lot of sports and 
works hard at the gym to keep himself 
fit.

Daisy likes spending money for her 
friends, so she usually buys them 
things.

According to the information above, 
which option is not correct?

A) Brian is energetic. B) Emily is smart.

C) Daisy is generous. D) Tim is stubborn.

8 Joe: Would you like to look at my family 
photo?
Nancy: Sure, I'd love to. Oh, they look 
great! Who is that tall man with glasses? 

Joe: He is my father, William. He always 
gives me pocket money when I need. He 
also cares about other people. 
Nancy: Who is the cute girl? 

Joe: She is my sister, Molly. She has got 
lots of friends at school because she is 
cheerful and outgoing, but she is a little bit 
forgetful. 
Nancy: Is that lady your mom? 

Joe: Oh, yes. She’s my mom, Susan. She 
likes helping people around her whenever 
they need. She is a very smart woman, too. 

Nancy: I think you have a great family. 
Joe: Yeah, I love my family. 

According to the dialogue above, 
............................... .
A) William is a stingy and selfish man 

B) Molly can’t make new friends easily 

C) Susan understands everything quickly

D) Joe's parents have similar personalities

5 Gemma and Becky are cousins. Here are 
the information cards about their personal 
characteristics and physical appearances:

 

Gemma

 18 years old

 cheerful and outgoing

  likes going to rock music 
concerts and surfing on 
the Internet

  can make new friends 
easily

Becky

 13 years old

 clever and shy

  likes reading books and 
going camping with her 
family

  can't talk to people she 
doesn't know

It is clear from the information cards 
above that ............................... .

A) they have some hobbies in common

B) their age group is the same

C) they have different characters

D) their relationships with people are good

6 Mandy: What does your sister look like? 

Louis: She is beautiful with long wavy 
brown hair and green eyes. 

Mandy: What is she like? 

Louis: She is generous, honest, outgoing 
and cheerful. 

Which one cannot we say for Louis’ 
sister according to the dialogue above?

A) She likes spending time with her 
friends a lot.

B) She doesn't like meeting people and 
giving them gifts.

C) She has both a good appearance and 
personality.

D) She never lies to people and always 
looks happy.
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UNIT 2SPORTS

TEST 1 (ÇÖZÜMLÜ) 
Talking About Routines and Daily 

Activities

1  

Hi, I’m Edward. I get up at 10 o’clock every 
weekend. I have a big family breakfast. 
Then, I read a book and surf on the Net. 
I have a lot of friends. In the afternoons, 
I call them and we usually play basketball 
or football together. Also, we sometimes 
go to a café and talk about books we read, 
our future plans and also our favourite 
soccer teams' matches. We play chess at 
the cafe, too. In the future, I want to be 
a professional football player. Actually, I 
like extreme sports such as paragliding, 
mountain biking and rafting. I think these 
sports are really exciting and entertaining, 
but they involve lots of physical risk and 
challenge, too. I'd like to try all of them, 
but my parents don't allow me.

What cannot we say about Edward 
according to the text above?
A) He is online before he meets with his 

friends at weekends.

B) He and his friends are interested in  
both team and indoor sports.

C) He does some physical activities with 
his friends at weekends.

D) He sometimes tries extreme sports 
with his friends at weekends.

2 Emma: What do you usually do after 
school? 

Christopher: I go to a sports center for my 
karate training. 

Emma: Karate? Are you good at it? 

Christopher: I wear a white belt. It’s for 
beginners, but ........................... . 

Emma: I think you’re ambitious, so you can 
do it. 

Find the suitable option for the blank.

A) I want to get a black belt in the future

B) you don’t need any equipment to do 
karate

C) I must wear white trousers and a white 
jacket

D) karate is becoming very popular all 
over the world

3  
Hello, I’m Mandy. I like team sports. 
My favorite sport is basketball. I’m 
in the school basketball team. We 
train four times a week. We usually 
beat our opponents.

According to the text above, which 
option is correct?

A) Mandy plays all of the team sports, but 
basketball is her favourite.

B) Mandy is one of the players in her 
school’s basketball team.

C) Their basketball team usually loses the 
matches in the end.

D) Mandy is interested in team sports, but 
she isn’t successful at one of them.
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Answer the questions (3 - 4) according to the 
passage below.

 
Hello, everybody! I’m Carol from England. I 
like all types of sports, but scuba diving is my 
favourite. I have a scuba diving certification. 
I find it so amazing and entertaining. I love 
exploring the underwater world. Also, I think 
it is a good exercise to keep fit. On the other 
hand, I’m interested in mountain climbing 
and trekking because I like spending time 
in nature. I feel myself free when I’m in the 
nature.

3 What can we say about Carol according 
to the passage above?

A) She is into scuba diving as a 
professional.

B) She only does water sports such as 
scuba diving.

C) She likes doing nature sports more 
than water sports.

D) She prefers doing nature sports to 
keep herself fit.

4 Which of the following cannot be correct 
according to the passage above?

A) She thinks scuba diving makes her fit.

B) Nature sports give her the feeling of 
freedom.

C) She does sports about nature and 
water.

D) She tries different kinds of water 
sports.

TEST 3 (ÇÖZÜMLÜ) 
Describing What People Do 

Regularly (Giving Explanations 

and Reasons)

1 Dylan: Hey, Elsa! Listen. There is a sports 
camp in town. Why don’t we join this camp?  
We can have lots of fun there. 

Elsa: Do you know which sports are there 
in the camp? 

Dylan: Yes. These sports are climbing, 
volleyball, football, trekking, cycling and 
basketball. Which sports do you want to 
join? 

Elsa: I love nature sports, so I want to join 
trekking and cycling. 

Dylan: What about climbing? It is a nature 
sport, too. 

Elsa: Climbing? Oh, no! I think it’s very 
dangerous. I don’t want to take risks while 
doing a sport. 

According to the conversation, which of 
the following is not correct?

A) Dylan will join the camp alone to do 
outdoor sports.

B) Elsa wants to join the camp for only 
nature sports.

C) Dylan offers Elsa to join a sports camp 
in town.

D) Elsa won’t try climbing in the camp 
because she finds it dangerous.

2 I’m a professional wrestler. I always eat 
healthy food. ............... because I must 
control my weight all the time. 

Find the suitable option for the blank.

A) I don’t care about my appearance 

B) I prefer junk food to them

C) I always go on a diet

D) I never try to keep fit
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Answer the questions (7 - 8) according to the text and the information in the chart below.

A sports club conducted a survey and asked its 100 teenage boy and 100 teenage girl 
attendants which sports they like most with their reasons. Here are the results:

Favourite 
Sports

ice 
skating

roller 
skating

table 
tennis baseball basketball

Number of girls

Girls’ reasons

Boys’ reasons

Number of boys 14

20

thrilling

exciting

16

33

amusing

challenging

9

20

exciting

thrilling

18

18

enjoyable

enjoyable

37
entertaining

amusing

15

7 It is clear from the results of the survey that ............................................................... .

A) the same number of boys and girls like doing an individual sport very much

B) all the team sports are more popular than other sports among girls

C) more boys go roller skating and ice skating than play baseball

D) basketball is the least popular sport among both boys and girls

8 We can understand from the results of the survey that ......................................... .

A) more than half of the boys like playing team sports for the same reason

B) girls and boys prefer going ice skating and roller skating for different reasons

C) more boys play table tennis than baseball because they find baseball very easy

D) girls and boys have the same reason for playing basketball and table tennis

9 Hi! I'm Meredith from Britain. I'm interested in karate. 
Karate is a martial art from Japan, and it is very popular 

in my country nowadays. I take karate classes after 
school. Before the class begins, I wear white trousers, a 

white jacket and a black belt. While a black belt is a symbol 
of great achievement in the martial arts, the belt itself is not 

the ultimate goal. The real reward is in the new self-awareness 
this belt represents. Then I stand with the other students, bow our 

instructor, and the class begins. We just need our hands and feet to 
do karate. In Britain, even small children aged 5 or 6 can do karate. I 

think it is too exciting, but it is not dangerous. 

In the text above, there is no information about .............................................................. .

A) the mean of black belt in karate   B) the equipment for karate

C) the reasons of popularity of karate in Britain   D) her thoughts about karate
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12 Name

Frida Kahlo

Be

famous artist

Be born

July 6, 1907 / Mexico

Get married to
famous artist Diego Rivera, 1929

Achievement
had her first exhibition in New York City, 1938

Die
July 13, 1954 / Mexico

According to the fact file of Frida Kahlo, 
which one is not correct?

A) She was born and died in the same 
country.

B) She and her husband were very 
talented to paint.

C) She was fifty seven when she died in 
her hometown.

D) She exhibited her paintings in New 
York City in 1938.

13 Rebecca: Do you have any information 
about Alexander Graham Bell? 

Daniel: Yes, I do. ............................... It 
made communication very easy. 

Choose the best option to fill in the 
blank in the dialogue above.

A) He invented the first working telephone.

B) He discovered the laws of motion and 
gravity.

C) He wrote a book about communication 
ways.

D) He developed many theories and did 
experiments.

10 Abraham Lincoln was 
the 16th President of the 
United States. He was 
the child of an extremely  
poor family, so he didn’t 
go to school. He was 
largely self-educated 
and taught himself 
law. He worked hard 
and became a lawyer 

in 1836. In 1842, he got married to Mary 
Todd and they had four sons. After he 
won the presidency election, the Civil War 
began. This war was a fight between the 
North and the South about slavery. He 
wanted to stop slavery in his country and 
finally he became successful about that. In 
1865, he died the morning after being shot 
at Ford’s Theatre in Washington D.C. 

According to the biography, which 
information cannot be correct about 
Abraham Lincoln?

A) He was a lawyer before he became the 
president of the United States.

B) He had an extraordinary life and he 
was a clever and ambitious man.

C) President Lincoln died at the Ford’s 
Theatre in Washington D.C. while 
watching a play.

D) He was the president during the Civil 
War and he helped end slavery.

11 Salvador Dali moved to Madrid when he 
was seventeen because he wanted to study 
art. ............. Some of his paintings are very 
popular in the world. 

Fill in the blank with the best option.

A) He didn’t receive a scholarship for a 
good art school.

B) He was called a talentless student at 
school.

C) He tried to create a new style in art, but 
he became unsuccessful.

D) He was good at art and painted 
beautiful pictures.
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11 

GIANT PANDA

Class: mammal
Lifespan: 20 years

Habitat:  Southern China
Weight:  about 100 kg

Diet: bamboos
Size: about 90 cm

Which sentence cannot be said 
according to the information card about 
the giant panda?

A) It gives birth its babies because it is 
mammal.

B) It lives in southern China and it is a big 
animal.

C) It is a carnivore and it lives up to twenty 
years.

D) It doesn't eat meat, so it is a herbivore.

12 
Animals can live everywhere on 
Earth thanks to abilities of their 
adaptation. Some places on Earth 
are very cold and some are very hot. 
Some places on Earth have a lot of 
water and plants, and other places 
have very little water and few plants. 
More than 99 percent of Antarctica is 
covered with ice but a few plants still 
grow there. Antarctica is very cold.

Which one cannot be a correct 
information according to the text?

A) Animals have special adaptations to 
the area they live in.

B) Animals are adapted to the conditions 
of the habitats in which they live.

C) There are different kinds of animals 
that live in the same habitat.

D) There are different habitats all over the 
world and animals can live in these 
places.

13  The Asian elephants live in the tropical 
forests and grasslands of Southeast Asia. 
They have rounded ears, very strong and 
useful trunks. They are the largest land-
living mammal in the world. They weigh 
about 4-5 tones and they measure about  
3 m. They eat leaves, grasses and bamboos. 

U n fo r t una te l y, 
people hunt them 
for their tusks. So, 
they are becoming 
extinct. 

Which sentence can be correct 
according to the passage above?

A) They are now extinct because of 
humankind.

B) They are not huge animals, but they're 
carnivores.

C) They don't have a particular place 
where they live in. 

D) They are larger than any other land 
mammals.

14 
Snakes are reptiles. They are 
poisonous. They are carnivores. 
There are two different types of 
snakes. One type lives in water and 
other type lives on land. 

According to the text, ......................... .

A) they only eat meat

B) they can’t harm people

C) all of them have the same habitat

D) they are domestic animals
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11 

 	  became extinct about 
3500 years ago

 	 lived in the forests
 	 ate herbs 
 	 weighed about 8 tons 
 	  became extinct because 
of climate change

 	 became extinct 350 years ago 
 	 lived on the Island of Mauritius 
 	 ate fruits and herbs 
 	 weighed nearly 20 kg 
 	  became extinct because of 
overhunting

T
he Dodo B

ird

M
ammoth

Which of the following is correct according to the information above?

A) The dodo birds and mammoths became extinct because of the same reason many 
years ago.

B) Mammoths are now extinct because people hunted them more than they needed.

C) Both the dodo birds and mammoths were herbivores while they were living.

D) The dodo birds were heavier and larger than mammoths.

12 
Hello there. My name is Lillian. I want to tell you about my unforgettable 
memory. I went on a safari tour with my family last summer. We were in 
Nigeria. Cheetahs attacked our car and we were afraid of them a lot. We 
wanted to help from some officials. Although the cheetahs attacked us, 
we had a perfect time there. We saw very interesting wild animals that we 
couldn’t see in our country. 

We can understand from the text above that .............................................................. .

A) they wanted to see wild animals in their habitat, but they couldn't see 

B) they were disappointed about their safari tour in Nigeria last summer

C) they saw lots of wild animals in Nigeria and those animals were friendly 

D) they had a bad experience in Nigeria, but they enjoyed their safari tour
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5 Find the appropriate sentence to 
complete the blank 1 in the dialogue 
above.

A) I prefer reality shows and the news.

B) I like quiz shows and documentaries.

C) I prefer documentaries and series.

D) I like sitcoms and soap operas much.

6 Which TV programmes must we use to 
fill in the blanks 2 and 3 in the dialogue 
above? 

A) Two and A Half Men - Surviver

B) The Umbrella Academy - Honeyland

C) Jerry Kimmel Live! - Chef’s Table

D) The Weakest Link - Honeyland

Answer the questions (5 - 6) according to the TV guide below.

CHANNEL XL CHANNEL CNB CHANNEL MAX

8:30 pm
Surviver 

(Reality Show) 

7:30 pm
The Weakest Link

(Quiz Show) 

7:00 pm
One Life to Live 
(Soap Opera)

8:00 pm
News & Weather 

9:00 pm
Honeyland

 (Documentary) 

9:30 pm
Jerry Kimmel Live!

(Talk Show) 

6:30 pm 
Chef’s Table

 (Cookery Programme)

7:30 pm 
The Umbrella Academy

(Series) 

8:30 pm 
Two and A Half Men

 (Sitcom)

 February 13th Saturday

Patricia: Hello, Serena. How are you doing?

Serena: I’m pretty good. And you?

Patricia: Great, thanks. What are you doing tonight?

Serena: Actually, nothing much. Why are you asking?

Patricia: Well… My favourite talk show is on tonight. Why don’t you come over? We can watch 
it together.

Serena: Oh sorry, but I don’t like talk shows. I think they are boring. 

Patricia: Really? Which TV programmes do you prefer watching?

Serena: (1) ……………………….. I think they are very informative.

Patricia: To be honest, I don’t like these kinds of programmes at all. However, you can enjoy 
watching (2) ……….....… on Channel XL at half past seven and (3) ……...…. on Channel CNB 
at nine o’clock.

Serena: Oh great! I’II definitely watch them. Thank you, Patricia.

Patricia: You’re welcome. See you later, then. Bye.

Serena: Take care. Bye.
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11 Imagine that your name is Sean and you 
are going to organize a surprise birthday 
party for one of your close friends, Timothy. 
So, you decide to prepare an invitation card 
for sending your friends. There should be 
information about the date, time and place 
of the party, and the things guests will do at 
the party in the invitation card.

Which of the following card is not 
appropriate for your party invitation?

A) Let's Come and Enjoy 
The Party!

Please join my surprise 
birthday party for my close 

friend, Timothy. There will be 
lots of food and drinks.

Thursday, 29th July

5 p.m.- 7 p.m.
Sean

B) It is Time to Have Fun!
Would you like to join my 
surprise birthday party for 
Timothy? It is on 7th April, 
Wednesday at my house. It 

is between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
We can play party games and 
dance all night. Don't miss it.

Sean

C) 
Are You Ready For a Great 

Party?
We are celebrating Timothy's 
14th birthday with a big party 
on Tuesday, 16th February at  

Gordon Cafe. There will be a lot 
of snacks and beverages.

Sean

D) You are Invited to Timothy's 
Surprise Birthday Party.

It is a great chance to come 
together and enjoy the day.

The party is at 8 p.m. in my 
house's garden. There will be a 
music group and lots of drinks.

Sean

10 Rosie sent an e-mail to her friends about  
the surprise birthday party she's having for 
their common friend, Gilbert.

Hey all! I'm throwing a surprise birthday party 
for our friend from chess club, Gilbert next 
Friday. Would you like to attend it? If yes, I 
need your help with the party arrangements 
because there are lots of work to do. I want to 
organize a perfect party for him, so we should 
plan everything in detail and share all the 
duties. Please inform me in advance. I'll wait 
for your calls or messages. See you soon.

Here are the answers of her friends:

Hi Rosie. I'd like to help you for the party 
preparations, but I'm training a lot nowadays 
for my tennis tournament. Besides, the 
date of the tournament is the same with the 
party. I'm so sorry. See you later.

John

Hey Rosie. It is a good idea to have a 
celebration party for Gilbert's new age. I'm 
ready for all responsibilities. Please just 
say what I can do for you. Hope to see you.

Matt

Hi Rosie. Gilbert likes surprises. I'm sure 
he will so happy for his surprise birthday 
party. I don't have anything to do during 
the week, so I can help you for everything. 
I think we should come together and make 
a to do list as soon as possible.

Calvin
Hello Rosie. I really like Gilbert, and I think 
he deserves a great party. However, I'm not 
available these days because I'm studying 
on my science project for the competition 
and I have to finish it until the end of 
this month. So, I can't be with you while 
organizing the party. Sorry!

Nancy

According to the text messages above, 
who accepts to help Rosie for the party 
preparations?
A) Matt and Calvin B) John and Nancy
C) Calvin and John D) Nancy and Matt
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5 According to the information above, 
Elias .................................... .

A) teaches students math and different 
foreign languages

B) is a very popular robot all around the 
world

C) can speak more than 23 different 
languages

D) will work at school as a head teacher

7 
Futurists made some predictions for the next fifty 
years. One of them is about brain - to - computer 
communication. One day everyone and everything 
will be linked through wireless technology. 
Nanocomputers will be in your system, so your 
brain will receive downloads and uploads. You want 
to learn something such as a new language or a 
dance, your brain will download the new language 
and the dance steps, and you will learn them 
instantly! 

According to the text above, which of the following option cannot we say?

A) People will learn something by uploading it to their brain instantly.

B) People’s brain will connect nanocomputers and work like a computer.

C) Futurists predicted something to help people plan for the future.

D) People will use computer technologies to make their learning easier.

6 Which of the following option is correct?

A) People are widely using robots in 
education nowadays.

B) Robots will become widespread in 
education in the next 10 years.

C) In Tampere, students would rather 
learn from robots like Elias.

D) Some scientists try to make robot 
teachers to improve education.

Answer the questions (5 - 6) according to the information below.

 

The use of robots is rapidly becoming more commonplace all 
around us - in our workplaces, our homes, and soon even in our 
schools. Although the use of robots is quite new in the field of 
education, some experts predict that within the next ten years 
they will be regularly used in classrooms around the world. 
Several schools all over the world have already started to test 
the use of robots in the classroom. For example, in the Finnish 
city of Tampere, schools have started testing a social teaching 
robot called Elias, which is  mainly used for language and math 
learning. Elias can dance. Also, it can speak and understand 
twenty three different languages. 
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10 In English lesson, Mr. Bentley is playing a 
game with his students. To play this game, 
he drew a chart on the board and wrote 
down some of his predictions about the 
future of the world and asked his students 
to complete them according to the signs 
in the chart. Here are the signs and the 
predictions in the chart:

1. There will be lots of robots with .............
and they will manage the world.

2. We will have no fresh air because 
of the air pollution, so we will live in 
................ .

3. People won't do exercises to keep 
fit because very, very  small machines 
called ............  will be in our body and 
work our muscles.


underwater 

cities

 
nanobots

 
artificial 

intelligence

 
robot 
maids

Find the option that does not complete 
any of the blanks in the chart above.

A)  B)   C)  D) 

11 

Hello all! My name is Gareth Olsen. I'm 
American. I'm nineteen now and I study 
computer engineering at university. 
After I graduate from the university, I 
will get a good job and create lots of 
new computer programmes for a digital 
world because I think people will spend 
most of their time in virtual reality in 
the future. I'll earn a lot of money and 
buy a big house with garden. I'll also 
have a dog and fish. Besides, I'll live in 
a big city until I will retire. I'll play golf 
or tennis in my spare time, and I will 
travel around Europe with a caravan 
after I get retired. I will probably settle 
on a village to enjoy my retiring.

Which of the following is not related to 
one of Gareth's dreams for his future?

A) Career B) Family C) Sports D) Pets

7 Mandy: Do you like reading books a lot? 

Chris: Yes, I do. I think of myself as a 
bookworm. 

Mandy: That’s great. Well... I think ......... 
because technology changes the world 
including people’s habits. 

Complete the dialogue with the best 
option.

A) people’s reading habits will never 
change

B) people will buy and read more books 
than before

C) reading books will always be an 
enjoyable activity

D) everybody will read e-books instead of 
books

8 Eva has a great talent for 
costume design, and she 
wants to work in the fashion 
industry. I think .......... and 
be very famous.

Fill in the blank with the best option.

A) she will give up to design clothes in 
time

B) she won’t earn a lot of money with her 
talent

C) she will never do her dream job

D) she will design lots of beautiful clothes

9 (I) I sometimes imagine that I will study 
abroad for my university education. (II) I will 
get high grades in my exams and graduate 
from high school. (III) I’ll make a lot of 
friends from different countries there. (IV) 
After graduating from the university, I will 
start working in an excellent company. 

Which sentence disrupts the meaning 
of the text above?

A) I B) II C) III D) IV
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6 Wesley: We have some problems about our 
neighbourhood. For example, we need new 
roads. 

Patricia: ................... for the needs of your 
neighbourhood. 

Complete the dialogue with the correct 
option.

A) You should see the officiers at the 
municipality

B) You can find everything you need there

C) You may go to the department store to 
buy the things

D) You should buy everything from the 
new mall

7 Bella: Next Thursday is Amy’s birthday. Her 
parents are having a surprise party for her. 

Mike: Really? Thanks for saying. We can 
buy .................... . I think her size is small. 

Choose the appropriate option to fill in 
the blank in the dialogue above.

A) new clothes for me from the shopping 
mall

B) a dress as a gift from the department 
store

C) some flowers from the florist’s at the 
corner

D) a pair of high-heel shoes from a shoe 
shop

5 Joshua went to some places in his town yesterday. This map below shows these places. 

Place 
1

Place 
3

Place 
2

Place 
4

He didn’t have any bread at 
home, so he went there to buy 
some.

He wanted to pay his bills, 
so he went there to draw 
money.

He wanted to buy some 
fresh vegetables, so he 
went there.

He likes watching films 
a lot, so he went there 
to have fun.

Find the option that is not correct according to the information on the map above.

A) The first place he went is a bakery.  B) The second place he went is a cinema.

C) The place 3 he went is the municipality. D) The last place he went is a grocery.
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ENVIRONMENT UNIT 9

3 Kimberley thinks air pollution will be a 
very big threat to human health in the near 
future. So, she is making a campaign to 
inform people on the precautions they can 
take against the air pollution. Here are 
some slogans for her campaign she found:

Campaign Slogans
1.  Walk or ride for short distances all the 

time.

2.  Unplug the electronic devices when not 
in use.

3.  Buy recyclable products and reduce the 
use of materials.

4.  Take the endangered species under 
protection.

5. Don't throw your garbage on the streets.

Read the information above. Find the 
slogans that are not solutions  to prevent 
the air pollution. 

A) 4 and 5 B) 2 and 3 

C) 1 and 5 D) 1 and 2

2 

What should we do for our 
environment?

    We must use pesticides carefully 
in agriculture. 

    We should recycle paper, glass, 
metal and plastic materials. 

   We must protect green areas, 
especially rainforests. 
    We have to start using public 

transportation instead of our 
private cars.

   ................................................ 

Which of the following sentences is 
suitable for the blank in the list above?

A) We mustn’t think the ways of protecting 
the balance of the nature.

B) We must use renewable energy 
resources such as wind and solar.

C) We must hunt wild animals and give 
harm to their habitats.

D) We mustn't stop cutting down the trees 
and destroying forests. 

TEST 1 (ÇÖZÜMLÜ) 
Describing Simple Processes / Expressing Obligations

1 Eleanor thinks planting more trees is very important to save the world. The pictures below 
show the steps of how she plants a tree.

 

1 2 3 4

Which of the following sentences is not related to one of the pictures above?

A) She digs a hole with a shovel in the soil. B) She places the tree in the hole carefully.

C) She gets a tree and a shovel for planting. D) She selects a proper place for the tree.
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11   Protect animals for the balance of the 
planet Earth.

  Plant a tree, plant a hope for all living 
beings.

  Use renewable energy sources for a 
cleaner world.

  Recycle waste materials to leave a better 
world to your children. 

Which of the sentences does not match any 
of the slogans above?

A) Wind and solar energy don't pollute the 
environment, so we should use them 
instead of fossil fuels.

B) All animal species are necessary for 
the life on Earth because they influence 
the world's food chain.

C) Using materials again and again is very 
important for the future of the world 
because it prevents global warming. 

D) Destruction of forests is an 
environmental problem, but it won't 
have any negative impacts on people's 
future life. 

12 Big cities are getting worse day 
by day because of air pollution. 
Chemicals from cars and factories 
pollute the air too much. We also 
cut down all the trees in our forests 
to build more constructions, and we 
pour our waste into the rivers, lakes 
and seas. Our planet need our help, 
so we have to do our best.

According to the text, ........................... . 

A) humans don’t disturb the balance of life 
on the Earth

B) a large number of trees aren’t 
disappeared by human beings

C) people take necessary precautions to 
protect the Earth

D) the air we breathe is full of chemicals 
from cars and factories

13 
Human beings cut down thousands of 
trees every year and unfortunately the 
destruction of forests kills animals and 
plants. They even disappear forever. 
Moreover, this destruction causes 
flooding in many areas. Forests are 
our planet’s lungs. They absorb the 
carbon dioxide in the air and give out 
oxygen. However, with the increased 
level of carbon dioxide, global warming 
is becoming a more and more serious 
problem every day and the main reason 
of it is of course deforestation.

The text above tells us that .................... .

A) global warming is not one of the results 
of deforestation

B) deforestation causes the death of 
animal and plant species

C) the destruction of forests does not 
have any effects on natural disasters

D) trees release both useful and harmful 
gases to the atmosphere 

14 I love nature and I want to protect my 
environment, so I ............................. . 

Choose the expression that is not 
suitable for the blank.

A) buy energy efficient electronic devices

B) recycle paper, plastic and glass

C) use plastic bags instead of paper ones

D) drive less but I walk or cycle more
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PLANETS UNIT 
10

3 According to the information in the 
picture, Mercury is ………………..... .

A) the furthest planet to the sun

B) closer to Neptune than Jupiter

C) larger and colder than Mars

D) the hottest planet in the solar system

2 According to the information in the 
picture, the Earth ……………….. .

A) is larger and colder than Jupiter

B) is farther to the sun than Saturn

C) is closer to the sun than Mars

D) isn't bigger than Saturn and Neptune

TEST 1 (ÇÖZÜMLÜ) 
Making Simple Comparisons

Answer the questions (1 - 3) according to the information about the planets in the picture below.

mercury

venus

earth

Jupiter

Mars

Saturn

NeptunE
-373 F

-301 F

-243 F

+71,6 F+801 F

+896 F

-100 F

-353 F
Uranus

1 Which of the followings is not correct according to the information in the picture above?

A) Venus is hotter than Earth because it’s closer to the sun from the Earth.

B) Mars is colder than Mercury because it’s farther to the sun.

C) Uranus is the largest planet in our solar system, but it is the coldest planet.

D) Neptune is the farthest planet to the sun in the solar system.
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6  
Our planet Earth is the third planet 
from the Sun. It is the only habitable 
planet that people, animals and plants 
live. It has water on its surface and 

this water is 
very, very  
i m p o r t an t 
for all living 
b e i n g s . 
There is no 
life on other 
planets.

Which of the following questions does 
not have an answer in the text?

A) Why is the Earth so important for all 
the living beings?

B) Which planet comes after the Earth in 
the solar system? 

C) Which planet has appropriate living 
conditions for humans? 

D) Is the Earth closer to the Sun than the 
other planets?

7 Neil Alden Armstrong was an American 
astronaut. ......................... Because nobody 
walked on the Moon before him. 

Find the option that is not appropriate 
for the blank.

A) He became the first person to walk on 
the Moon.

B) He stepped on the surface of the Moon 
first.

C) He was the first man to walk on the 
Moon’s surface.

D) He was the only person to set foot on 
the Moon.

8 Earth’s orbit is shorter than Mars’ orbit, so a 
year on Earth is ............................. . 

Which option is appropriate to complete 
the sentence?

A) longer than a year on Mars

B) the shortest year in the solar system

C) as long as a year on Mars

D) shorter than a year on Mars

9 Mars is the closest planet to Earth. If you 
have a telescope, ................................. .

Find the best option to fill in the blank.

A) its atmosphere is different from Earth’s

B) you can observe Mars easily

C) Mars has two small satellites

D) the gravity on Mars is less than Earth’s

10 Pamela: ................................................... 
Kate: It is the centre of the solar system. 

Find the correct question to complete 
the dialogue.

A) Is there life on other planets?

B) Which planet is called an “ice giant”?

C) What do you know about the sun?

D) Do you improve your knowledge about 
the solar system?
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